1 NEWSCAST - MORNING/DAYTIME/EVENING

Flooding
Tim Kochenderfer
Megan Garagiola
WXYZ

2 BREAKING NEWS

Breaking: Officers Down
Doda Lulgjuraj
Chris Page
WDIV/CLICKONDETROIT.COM

3 CONTINUING COVERAGE

After the Fall
Ken Kolker
Bilal Kurdi
WOOD

4 INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

Jail Death
Ken Kolker
Carter Gent
WOOD

I Just Want My Parents Back
Heather Catallo
Johnny N Sartin Jr
WXYZ

5A FEATURE NEWS REPORT - LIGHT FEATURE

Jim and the Model T Ford
Jason Heeres
WWMT/WWMT.COM

5B FEATURE NEWS REPORT - SERIOUS FEATURE

Michigan State Police Shootout
Rachel Glaser
Matthew Loughrin
WWMT/WWMT.COM
6  ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

This Is Michigan: Teaching Music, Changing Lives
Bob Berg
MICHIGAN MEDIA/UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN/UMICH.EDU

BackStage Pass 901 - Mike Mains and the Branches
Nicole Zaremba
WKAR/WKAR.ORG

7  BUSINESS/CONSUMER

CBS 62's Eye on The Future: Gearing Up For Jobs of Tomorrow
Carol Cain
Paul Pytlowany
WWJ/WKBD

8A  CHILDREN/YOUTH/TEENS - NEWS FEATURE

Navene Cleans Headstones
Brent Ashcroft
Evan Linnert
WZZM

8B  CHILDREN/YOUTH/TEENS - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Curious Crew - Wedges
Carol Yancho
Rob Stephenson
WKAR/WKAR.ORG

9A  CRIME: NEWS SINGLE STORY/SERIES/FEATURE

What Mom Wanted
Taryn Asher
Kristy McCarthy
Lisa Palmer
WJBK

10  EDUCATION/SCHOOLS

Michigan Kinesiology: Movement Science
Bob Berg
Emily Mathews
MICHIGAN MEDIA/UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN/ UMICH.EDU
11 ENVIRONMENT

How We Got Here - The Pfas Water Crisis is Here
Emily Bingham
Kyle Mattson
Lori Chapman
Jeremy Marble
MLIVE/MLIVE.COM

12A HEALTH/SCIENCE - NEWS FEATURE

ALS Trio
Noah Fromson
Michael Powers
WZZM

12B HEALTH/SCIENCE - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Great Lakes Now: The Forever Chemicals
Ed Moore
DETROIT PUBLIC TELEVISION FOUNDATION/WTVS

13A HISTORIC/CULTURAL - NEWS FEATURE

That old time religion
Ryan Garza
John Carlisle
DETROIT FREE PRESS/FREEP.COM

13B HISTORIC/CULTURAL - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Orchestra Hall - A Centennial Celebration: "Silence And Sound"
Oliver Thornton
Sarah Zientarski-Smith
Tina Brunn
Chad Schwartzenger
Daniel Alpert
IVORY TREE MEDIA, LLC/DPTV.ORG

14A HUMAN INTEREST - NEWS SINGLE STORY

Miracle Malachi
Evan Linnert
Brent Ashcroft
WZZM

42nd EMMY® Recipients
14B  HUMAN INTEREST - NEWS FEATURE

Pushing Past Pain
Kyle Hill
Michael Happy
Faith Krogulecki
Amber Curran
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

14C  HUMAN INTEREST - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Fixing Spina Bifida in the Womb
Bryan McCullough
Beata Mostafavi
Stephanie King
MICHIGAN MEDICINE/YOUTUBE.COM

15A  MILITARY - NEWS FEATURE

50 Years of Forced Silence
Evan Linnert
Brent Ashcroft
WZZM

15B  MILITARY - PROGRAM FEATURE/SEGMENT

The Flagman
Larry Figurski
Joe Aulisio
WOOD

16A  POLITICS/GOVERNMENT- NEWS SINGLE STORY/FEATURE

How We Got Here - Welcome to Trump Country
Kyle Mattson
Jeremy Marble
Lori Chapman
Emily Bingham
MLIVE/MLIVE.COM

16B  POLITICS/GOVERNMENT - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

FOIA Fallout: Power Grab in Oakland County
Heather Catallo
Simon Shaykhет
WXYZ
17A  SOCIETAL CONCERNS - NEWS FEATURE

How We Got Here - Nestle's Money Mountain
Kyle Mattson
Lori Chapman
Jeremy Marble
Emily Bingham
MLIVE/MLIVE.COM

17B  SOCIETAL CONCERNS - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

You Are Welcome Here
Lydia Breiseth
Christian Lindstrom
WETA/COLORINCOLORADO.ORG

18A  SPORTS - NEWS FEATURE

Michigan Senior Olympics
Grayson Beras
Robin Schwartz
ROBIN SCHWARTZ PR/YOUTUBE.COM

18B  SPORTS - FEATURE/SEGMENT

Sights & Sounds
Joe Marchert
DETROIT LIONS/DETROITLIONS.COM

18C  SPORTS PROGRAM - LIVE

Red Wings Live Comp. Reel
Mary Beam
Joe Nikkola
Christopher Wasielewski
Brady Clyma
Jeff Byle
FOX SPORTS DETROIT
18D  SPORTS PROGRAM - POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Under the Helmet
Eamonn Reynolds
Neil Larson
Solomon Williams
Megan Boyle
Greg Maiola
Dustyn Blindert
DETROIT LIONS/DETOILTIONS.COM

18E  SPORTS - ONE-TIME SPECIAL

Greatness: Celebrating Barry Sanders
Derek Heitman
Dustyn Blindert
DETROIT LIONS/WJBK

19A  SPORTING EVENT/GAME - LIVE/UNEDITED - PROGRAM/SPECIAL

Detroit Tigers Father's Day Telecast
Christopher Wasielewski
Michael Oddino
Joe Nikkola
Mary Beam
Brady Clyma
Jeff Byle
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

19B  SPORTING EVENT/GAME - LIVE/UNEDITED - SERIES

Detroit Red Wings Hockey
Christopher Wasielewski
Brian Henry
Mark Iacofano
Brady Clyma
Jeff Byle
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

20  WEATHER

Meteorologist Ellen Bacca
Ellen Bacca
WOOD
21A DOCUMENTARY - CULTURAL

Cooking With Angus: The Final Episode
Noah DeSmit
Klaas Kwant
GRAND RAPIDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE/WZZM

21B DOCUMENTARY - HISTORICAL

Mackinac - Our Famous Island
Oliver Thornton
Matthew Stinson
Tina Brunn
Chad Schwartzenberger
Bob Berg
Daniel Alpert
IVORY TREE MEDIA, LLC/WTVS

The Roar of '84
Jeff Byle
Brady Clyma
Larry Lancaster
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

21C DOCUMENTARY - TOPICAL

Detroit is Limitless
Grayson Beras
Robin Schwartz
Joseph Harris
Warren Flood
ROBIN SCHWARTZ PR/YOUTUBE.COM

22 INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Left Behind in Vietnam
Rodney Brown
R. Ray Barnes
William Redwine
Justin R. Brown
IMICHIGAN PRODUCTIONS/PEACEFULWARRIORSFOUNDATION.ORG
23 MAGAZINE PROGRAM

Destination Michigan
Adam Miedema
Chris Ogozaly
Matthew Ozanich
Steven Smith
Stefanie Mills
WCMU

24 PUBLIC/CURRENT/COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

How We Got Here - Winning a Seat in the Middle Class
Kyle Mattson
Jeremy Marble
Lori Chapman
Emily Bingham
MLIVE/MLIVE.COM

25 SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE (OTHER THAN NEWS OR SPORTS)

Everybody vs Parkinson’s: Gibby’s Gala
Alex Assaf
Chad Schwartzenberger
Jeff Lyczak
Robert Allaer
Kirk Gibson
Jeff Byle
Brady Clyma
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

Woodward Dream Cruise
Marie-Terese Gould
Matthew Bellehumeur
Adam Payne
WXYZ

26A COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSA) - SINGLE SPOT

Everybody vs Parkinson’s
Brian Ducoffe
Jason McCombs
Kirk Gibson
FOX SPORTS DETROIT
26B  COMMUNITY/PUBLIC SERVICE (PSA) - CAMPAIGN

This is Michigan PSA Campaign
Jarrett Begick
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN/UMICH.EDU

27A  PROMOTION - NEWS PROMO - SINGLE SPOT

Hamilton Frenzy Tailgate Tease
Teresa Weakley
Casey Jones
WOOD

27B  PROMOTION - NEWS PROMO - IMAGE

FOX 17 Weather - Plan On It
Matthew Taylor
WXMI/FOX17ONLINE.COM

27C  PROMOTION - PROGRAM - SINGLE SPOT

MEOZNPHEL
Tim Sargent
Francesco Collins
WWJ/WKBD

27D  PROMOTION - PROGRAM - IMAGE

Lions Football on Fox Sports Detroit
Brian Ducoffe
Jason McCombs
Lauren Pober
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

28A  COMMERCIAL - SINGLE SPOT

Detroit: One Nation Under A Groove
William Bowen
LaShawn D. Gary
Larry Alexander
Angela Kee
Mike Ellison
OCTANE DESIGN/VISITDETROIT.COM
28B COMMERCIAL - CAMPAIGN

April in the D
Brian Ducotte
Jason McCombs
Lauren Pober
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

29 OVERALL EXCELLENCE

WXYZ
Mike Murri
WXYZ

30 NEWS EXCELLENCE

WXYZ News Excellence
Rhonda Lavelle
WXYZ

31 AUDIO

CameraGuyAl Sound 2019
Alex Atwell
WDIV

32A DIRECTOR - LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE

Director - Michael Oddino
Michael Oddino
FOX SPORTS DETROIT/FOXSPORTSDETROIT.COM

32B DIRECTOR - NON-LIVE (POST PRODUCTION)

Michigan Medicine Director Composite
Bryan McCullough
Joe Hallisy
MICHIGAN MEDICINE/YOUTUBE.COM

33A EDITOR - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Under the Helmet
Dustyn Blindert
DETROIT LIONS/DETOITLIONS.COM
33B  EDITOR - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSAS, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

Andrew DuPont Composite
Andrew DuPont
DETROIT TIGERS/TIGERS.COM

33C  EDITOR - NEWS

CameraGulAI Edits 2019
Alex Atwell
WDIV

34  GRAPHIC ARTS - GRAPHICS

Curious Crew Graphics Composite
Dan Wogan
WKAR/WKAR.ORG

35  LIGHTING

Schwartzenberger Lighting Compilation
Chad Schwartzenberger
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

36A  TALENT - ANCHOR NEWS

Angie Hendershot
Angie Hendershot
WJRT

36B  TALENT - ANCHOR WEATHER

Meteorologist Ellen Bacca
Ellen Bacca
WOOD/WOODTV.COM

36C  TALENT - ANCHOR SPORTS

Justin Rose WXYZ Sports Anchor/Host
Justin Rose
WXYZ

36D  TALENT - PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Talking Crap
Troy Hale
TRICKY HALE FILMS/SILVER SAUCER PRODUCTIONS/VIMEO.COM

42nd EMMY® Recipients
36E    TALENT - PROGRAM HOST/MODERATOR

Dr. Rob Stephenson
Rob Stephenson
WKAR/WKAR.ORG

36F    REPORTER - GENERAL ASSIGNMENT

A Reporter Only a Mother Could Love
Matthew Smith
WXYZ

36G    REPORTER - INVESTIGATIVE

Rob Wolchek-Investigative News Reporter
Robert Wolchek
WJBK

36H    REPORTER - SPORTS

Tori Petry Composite
Tori Petry
DETROIT LIONS/FOXSPORTSDETROIT.COM

37A    PHOTOGRAPHER - PROGRAM (NON-NEWS)

Linking Land and Lakes: Protecting the Great Lakes’ Coastal Wetlands
Matthew Ozanich
Chris Ogozaly
Adam Miedema
WCMU PUBLIC MEDIA

37B    PHOTOGRAPHER - NEWS

Paul Pytlowany Compilation
Paul Pytlowany
WWJ/WKBD

38A    WRITER - PROGRAM

John Keating- Writing Samples
John Keating
FOX SPORTS DETROIT

38B    WRITER - SHORT FORM (PROMOS, PSAS, COMMERCIALS, OPENS, ETC.)

Christmas Wishes for Detroit Sports Fans
Phil Wrobel
WXYZ/WXYZ.COM
Words are hard
Noah Fromson
WZZM

CameraGuyAl Video 2019
Alex Atwell
WDIV